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Abstract

Genotype imputation is a statistical method for estimating missing genotypes from a denser haplotype reference panel.
Existing methods usually performed well on common variants, but they may not be ideal for low-frequency and rare
variants. Previous studies showed that the population similarity between study and reference panels is one of the key
factors influencing the imputation accuracy. Here, we developed an imputation reference panel reconstruction method
(RefRGim) using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which can generate a study-specified reference panel for each input
data based on the genetic similarity of individuals from current study and references. The CNNs were pretrained with single
nucleotide polymorphism data from the 1000 Genomes Project. Our evaluations showed that genotype imputation with
RefRGim can achieve higher accuracies than original reference panel, especially for low-frequency and rare variants.
RefRGim will serve as an efficient reference panel reconstruction method for genotype imputation. RefRGim is freely
available via GitHub: https://github.com/shishuo16/RefRGim
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Introduction

With current genotyping array or sequencing technologies,
there is always a certain percentage of variant genotypes that
cannot be detected, which seriously affects subsequent analysis.
Thus, genotype imputation was introduced to predict missing
genotypes, which can significantly boost the power of signal
variants in genome-wide association studies [1, 2], provide
a high-resolution view of a certain region in fine-mapping
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study, increase the chance to find causal single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) [3] and facilitate meta-analysis for
merging multiple genotype data from different genotyping
arrays or sequencing depths [3, 4].

Current popular imputation tools, such as Beagle [5] and
Impute [6], were proposed based on hidden Markov model or its
extensions, which were used to model linkage disequilibrium,
estimate recombination rates and search for comparable local
pattern in references and then impute alleles in reference
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haplotypes into the samples to create imputed genotypes [1].
These methods usually performed well on common variants,
nevertheless, it still remains a major challenge in the genotype
inference for low-frequency and rare variants [7, 8]. Considering
the important roles of these variants in human diseases and
other associated studies, the improvement of imputation perfor-
mance on those variants becomes more necessary [9]. Previous
studies showed that genetic similarity between individuals in
the reference panel and the study affects the imputation perfor-
mance significantly [10–12]. Pasaniuc et al. have tried to optimize
imputation performance in local region with a weighted refer-
ence population by splitting the reference genome [13]. Zhang
et al. have focused on improving imputation accuracies within
the European population by identifying the subset of European
ancestry reference panel at a given size with maximal phylo-
genetic diversity [14]. In general, existing methods are mainly
focused on the short window of the genome or the construction
of internal reference panels for specific populations.

From last decades, a number of high-quality human refer-
ence panels have been constructed in different large-scale whole
genome sequencing projects [15], such as the reference panel
from the 1000 Genomes Project with over 80 million SNPs in
2504 individuals from 26 populations across the world [16], the
UK10K reference panel with 27 million SNPs of 3781 European
individuals [17], the Haplotype Reference Consortium panel with
39 million SNPs from 32 488 mix population individuals [18] and
the CASPMI reference panel with 24.85 million SNPs from 597
Chinese individuals [19]. Among them, the reference panel from
the 1000 Genomes Project used to be one of the most popular
choices because of its large sample size, population diversity
and open access. Nowadays, with the completion of more and
more large-scale whole-genome sequencing projects, the proper
selection of reference panels in an imputation study has become
very crucial in practice.

In this paper, we presented RefRGim, a reference panel recon-
struction method using convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
aiming to improve imputation performance by providing a more
genetic similar reference panel for study individuals. RefRGim
can rank reference haplotypes by its genetic similarity with the
study individuals, select the most comparable haplotype group
for each study individual and organize them into a new reference
panel for study data specifically.

Materials and methods
In recent years, with the rise of the CNNs, image recognition and
text recognition have been evolving fast and significantly [20].
CNNs are the modified versions of artificial neural networks in
which the convolution is a specialized kind of linear operation of
local variables. In addition, transfer learning is able to reduce the
pressure of computational resource consumption when using
deep learning algorithms like CNNs [21]. With a similar idea,
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence recognition and compar-
ison can also be accomplished by CNNs, with quantized alleles
and proper convolutional (CONV) architecture.

RefRGim was built with a set of CNNs, which consisted
of five CONV layers, three pooling layers inserted in-between
the first four CONV layers and one spatial pyramid pooling
(SPP) layer located behind the fifth CONV layer, followed by
two fully connected layers. The networks take an ordered
genotype list from individuals as input, and they output the
most genetic comparable haplotype group for each individual
(Figure 1A).

Training data

We downloaded haplotype references of the 1000 Genomes
Project (1KGP), which includes 2504 individuals from 26
populations in 5 superpopulations across the world: African
(AFR), American (AMR), East Asian (EAS), European (EUR)
and South Asian (SAS) (Supplementary Table S1 available
online at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/). We divided them by
its populations and generated 26 haplotype groups. Each group
was comprised about 100 high-quality phasing individuals.
We performed principle component (PC) analyses on these
individuals and filtered those who distributed away from other
individuals in the same population (Supplementary Figure S1
available online at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/). To generate
high-quality variant set for model training, we only included
common variants [minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.05] on
genotyping arrays and filtered those were not significantly
different among populations (Chi-squared test: P < 1e-8). Finally,
2418 samples with 1.1 million SNPs were left for model training.
Then, we transformed the four bases-ATCG to mathematical
values (A = 0; T = 0.1; C = 0.3; G = 0.7). These assignments were
proposed to guarantee each base-pair with a unique value,
ranging from 0 to 1.4 (Figure 1A). Variants were sorted into a
list by its positions on chromosomes and every 4000 SNPs of the
list was split into fragments, which ranged from 6 to15 Mb in
length on chromosomes.

Reference panel reconstruction model

The CONV layer of CNNs can capture the local sequence linkage
information by using the kernel, which is a parameter matrix
that moves over the input base-pair value sequence, performs
the dot product with its subset region, extracts linkage features
from original sequence and gets the output as the matrix of dot
products for the next layer. The CONV process is performed as
follows:

X = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xN) ,

W = (w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn) ,

yi =
n∑

v=1

wv · xi+v−1 + b(1 ≤ i ≤ N),

where X is one-dimensional input vector shaped 1 × N, W is the
vector of the kernel shaped 1 × n, b is bias term, yi is an output
value summed from multiply results of a length n sequence
fragment and a length n kernel. We set our kernel shaped 1 × 15,
and the stride of each sliding is one base. To capture sequence
information from different aspects, we used 32 different kernels
to learn the sequence at each CONV layer.

The output data from a CONV layer were batch-normalized
for stabilizing the learning process, where

μ = 1
N

∑N
i=1 yi //batch mean,

σ 2 = 1
N

∑N
i=1 (yi − μ)2 //batch variance,

ŷi = yi−μ√
σ2+ε

//normalize,

zi = γ ŷi + β //scale and shift,

where εis a constant added to the batch variance for numerical
stability, γ and β are learnable parameters to scale and shift the
input that are updated during training iteration. Then, the data
were activated using the rectified linear unit (ReLU: f (x) = max(0,
x)) function to add non-linearity into the network.

Pooling layer after each CONV layer was used to reduce the
number of parameters and to control overfitting. Pooling layers
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Figure 1. (A) RefRGim’s model architecture. The CNNs model comprises of five CONV layers, three pooling layers, one SPP layer and two fully connected layers. It

takes mathematical values transformed from nucleotide bases as input and outputs the most similar haplotype group for each input sample. Different populations

are represented by different colors, while those in the same superpopulation are displayed in the same color series (AFR: blue, AMR: purple, EAS: red, EUR: green and

SAS: yellow). (B) The feature maps of 1KGP individuals in CNNs layers. If there are multiple feature maps in a CONV layer, only the first one is plotted. (C) Dimension

reduction of raw and processed genotype data of 1KGP individuals using uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP). UMAP 1–3 of individuals are plotted

as a dot on a three-dimensional (3D) coordinate. A 3D set of light-red triangles with vertices, given UMAP 1–3, are drawn using plotly.mesh3d to trace the 3D positional

relationship between individuals.

were proposed for downsampling the feature map by summariz-
ing the presence of features in patches of it. We used max pooling
with filter sized 1 × 4 and stride shaped 1 × 4, discarding 75% of
the activations.

SPP layer is a special pooling layer, which is usually added to
the transition of CONV layers and fully connected layers [22]. SPP
adopts spatial pyramid structure as it is not one single pooling
procedure but multiple pooling layers with different scales. It can
generate a fixed-size output regardless input data size. We set a
four-level pooling layer after the fifth CONV layer and our bin

sizes were of 1 × 6, 1 × 4, 1 × 2, 1 × 1. The outputs from different
pooling layers were merged into one-dimensional data sized 1 ×
13 at each feature map. With five CONV layers and four pooling
layers, the features of input variant sequence were extracted,
and the differences between different populations were emerged
step by step (Figure 1B).

The output data of all feature maps (shaped 1 × 13 ×
128 in our model) from the SPP layer were merged into one-
dimensional data shaped 1 × 512 and then that were fed into
fully connected layers. Variables in a fully connected layer have
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full connections to all activations in the previous layer, which
is similar as regular neural networks. This approach has been
proven very effective in image recognition and classification
[23]. We set the dropout as 0.5 to make the nodes in the
network generally more robust to the inputs. Through two fully
connected layers at the end of our model, RefRGim reached to
the final classification decision on haplotype group using the
softmax function:

Pi = σ (−→a )i = eai
∑M

j=1 e
aj

(1 ≤ i ≤ M),

where M is the number of haplotype groups, aivalues are the
output elements from the last fully connected layer and the
term on the bottom of the formula is the normalization term
which ensures that all the output values of the function sum to
1, constituting a valid probability distribution.

Model pretraining

We trained RefRGim using the cross-entropy (negative log likeli-
hood) as the loss function, where we focused on minimizing:

loss function = − 1
K

K∑

c=1

M∑

i=1

Sci · log (Pci) ,

where K is sample number; M is haplotype group number; Sci

equals 1 when sample c belongs to class i, otherwise Sci equals
0; Pci is the predicted probability of sample c belongs to class i
deduced by the softmax function in the model. Training process
was carried out using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate
of 1e-5. To accelerate the model’s learning rate and reduce
computational resource consumption, we used batch learning
with batch size 200 at each iteration. We performed crossvalida-
tion at every 50 iterations and stopped the iteration while both
training accuracy and testing accuracy of population prediction
were greater than 0.99 (Supplementary Figure S2 available online
at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/). After the training process, the
model was able to classify 26 groups apart from each other
effectively (Figure 1C).

Model retraining in practice

As a user-oriented tool, RefRGim was supposed to handle dif-
ferent variant data as input. It would cost enormous comput-
ing resource and time if we retrain the CNN model all over
again every time when it met a new SNP set. Hence, we intro-
duced transfer learning into our method by reloading parame-
ters and architecture of pretrained CNNs model and only retrain-
ing parameters of fully connected layers in practice. As for the
unique SNPs in the pretrained model relative to study data, the
model would change the SNP genotype to the same as human
genome reference. It can achieve rapid progress and improve
the performance when retraining the CNNs model for new SNP
sets. After retraining step, the model can be used to recommend
haplotypes for study individuals. We also provided original code
for users to train the model with their own reference panels
other than 1KGP.

Study-specified reference panel reconstruction

After population classification, each study individual was
assigned with a most genetic comparable haplotype group,
which was used to organize into the study-specified reference

panel (SSRP). To avoid the influence of population diversity of
study individuals, RefRGim divided these haplotype groups by
their superpopulations and organized them to different SSRPs.

Evaluation and computation resource

Here, we evaluated the performance of RefRGim by comparison
of sequence and population similarity of individuals in the study
and SSRP and the improvements of imputation accuracy with
the SSRP using Begale5.1 [5], Impute2 [6] and Minimac4 [24],
respectively. In the imputation process, we divided testing indi-
viduals by their superpopulation classification and performed
imputation separately. The testing dataset contains 199 individ-
uals from 43 countries in 5 major continental groups: America,
Central Asia Siberia, East Asia, South Asia and West Eurasia
(Figure 3A) [25].

RefRGim was tested on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v4 @
2.20GHz. The running time positively correlated with the missing
number of intersected SNPs between the study and reference in
the retraining process and the complexity of study populations
in abstracting and reconstructing new reference panel process.
For instance, when the missing SNP number is 3500 (87.5%), the
model retraining time needs 17 min. When the missing SNP
number is 2000 (50%), the time is 8 min. As for time cost owing to
complexity of study populations in reconstructing new reference
panel process, it was less than 120 min based on the reference
panels of 1KGP.

Implementation

RefRGim was implemented using python3 with Tensorflow
1.9 (https://www.tensorflow.org/) and Numpy 1.14.3 (https://nu
mpy.org/). All relevant codes are available at https://github.com/
shishuo16/RefRGim.

Results
Performance on sequence similarity comparison

First, we evaluated our model’s ability to capture sequence infor-
mation by comparing the consistency of cluster result based
on identity by state (IBS) score and population classification
result by our model of 63 testing individuals, using a 12.4 Mb
length sequence fragment (chr1: 41.0–53.4 Mb). This fragment
was selected automatically by our model as this region has the
largest intersected SNP number between the input data and
pretrained SNP set of our model. IBS score was used to describe
two identical segments or sequences of DNA in genetics and
it was negative with the similarity degree of two sequences.
The five main branches of hierarchical clustering tree based
on IBS score were mostly corresponding with different super-
populations classification results, EUR, AMR, SAS, EAS and SAS,
respectively (Figure 2A). Under the main branch, individuals who
had smaller IBS scores with each other were classified into
same or adjacent populations. The population affiliations of
different individuals by RefRGim were correlated with their IBS
scores, which demonstrated its capability of sequence informa-
tion collection and inference. These 63 testing individuals come
from five different areas around the world. Our model com-
pared their sequence with the sequences of different haplotype
groups in reference panel and divided the testing individuals
to different haplotype groups. The Sankey plot of the original
sampling location and haplotype group affiliation showed most
individuals were parted to similar superpopulations (Figure 2B).

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab326#supplementary-data
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Figure 2. (A) Hierarchical clustering tree of testing individuals based on IBS score using ‘complete’ agglomeration method. Pie plot represents the percentages of

superpopulations of testing individuals classified to in this branch. (B) Sample-paired Sankey plot of original sampling location and predicted population group by

RefRGim. (C) Heatmap of common variant genotypes of corresponding individuals in (B) in AGBL4 gene region, where 0, 1 and 2 are the alternative allele dosages.

However, some individuals were classified into other superpop-
ulations, like West Eurasia to AMR or SAS. As for Central Asian
Siberian testing individuals, which did not have corresponding
individuals in the reference panel (Figure 3A), RefRGim classified
them to AMR, EAS and SAS superpopulations separately. We
further displayed part of sequence information in this frag-
ment, AGBL4 gene region, in which none, multiallelic or low-
frequency (MAF < 0.05) variants sites were omitted and 1336
single nucleotide mutation sites were left to demonstrate [26].
The figure showed testing individuals who were divided into
the same superpopulation had similar sequence base pattern
(Figure 2C). West Eurasian testing individuals who were clas-
sified as AMR or SAS were more similar in sequence base to
individuals with AMR or SAS compared to EUR, same as Central
Asian Siberian testing individuals.

Performance on population identification

First, we performed principal components analysis on variants
of 199 testing individuals and the 1KGP individuals to demon-
strate the extent of their population distribution (Figure 3B). The
plot of PCs 1 and 2 showed that most of the testing and 1KGP
individuals who belonged to similar superpopulations were clus-
tered together. American individuals in the testing set were
distributed with AMR individuals in reference. Most of the West
Eurasian testing individuals were distributed with EUR individ-
uals except that fewer individuals sporadically gathered with
AMR and SAS individuals in reference, which might be owing to
lack of corresponding European samples in 1KGP (Figure 3A). For
Central Asia Siberia, which did not have corresponding samples
in 1KGP at all, they were gathered with AMR, EAS, EUR and SAS
individuals in 1KGP.

We used RefRGim to perform reference reconstruction on
testing individuals, and each individual was assigned with a
most genetic similar haplotype group. By comparing RefRGim’s
classification result in pie plot with the prior information about

population, we found there was a high degree of agreement
between them. For 20 American individuals, RefRGim classified
12 of them to PEL (Peruvians from Lima) group, 7 to MXL (Mexican
Ancestry from Los Angeles) group and 1 to CLM (Colombians
from Medellin) group. As for 71 West Eurasian testing individ-
uals, RefRGim classified 54 of them to EUR superpopulations,
including 20 TSI (Toscani in Italia), 10 IBS (Iberian Population in
Spain), 5 GBR (British in England and Scotland), 9 FIN (Finnish
in Finland) and 10 CEU (Utah Residents (CEPH) with Northern
and Western European Ancestry), 13 to AMR superpopulations
and 4 to SAS superpopulations, which was also consistent with
prior known population information, demonstrating the ability
of population identification of RefRGim.

Considering the uncertainty of SNP size provide by user, we
then evaluated the stability of population identification on dif-
ferent percentages of intersected SNP size with our CNNs model
(Supplementary Figure S3 and Supplementary Table S2 available
online at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/). The Sankey plot showed
RefRGim was more robust on individuals from America and East
Asia than other populations. For South Asia, the robustness of
RefRGim was slightly lower and its sensitivity to SNP abundance
in genome might be caused by the complex genetic background
of South Asian testing individuals (Figure 3B). For Central Asia
Siberia, there was some mixture between EAS and SAS. After
further investigation on the countries of Central Asian Siberian
individuals, we found most interactions happened on the Rus-
sian individuals. The lack of Russian samples in 1KGP might be
the reason of unstable classification of these individuals. For
West Eurasian individuals, the interactions mostly happened
between AMR, EUR and SAS groups. The corresponding testing
individuals were from 26 countries, including South Asian coun-
tries (Iran, Iraq and Yemen), counties adjacent to Asia (Armenia,
Jordan and Georgia), Russia and some European countries. High
intra-population complexity in West Eurasia and lack of corre-
sponding samples in 1KGP might be the reason for the instability
on population classification.

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab326#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab326#supplementary-data
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Figure 3. (A) Geographical locations of testing individuals and 1KGP individuals. Size of the dot is positive with the number of testing individuals. (B) PCs 1 and 2 of the

reference and testing individuals. The reference samples in different populations are plotted by different colors and those in the same superpopulation are plotted in

the same color series. The study samples are plotted by black triangle. The proportion of variance of each PC is texted. The pie plot shows the population classification

results of the study samples from America, Central Asia Siberia, East Asia, South Asia and West Eurasia, deduced by RefRGim.

Performance of the SSRP on genotype imputation

RefRGim can rank reference haplotypes by its genetic similarity
with study individuals and select the most comparable haplo-
type group for each study individual to organize them into SSRP.
We further compared the imputation performances of testing
individuals with original reference panels (1KGP and its subsets:
AFR, AMR, EAS, EUR and SAS) and SSRP generated by RefRGim.
The genotype imputation was performed using Beagle5.1 with
default parameters and was measured using the squared

Pearson correlation between the masked genotypes and the
imputed allele dosages. The results showed that the best perfor-
mance one of the original reference panels for different popula-
tion testing individuals was different, and the SSRP always kept
a high-level performance, especially for low-frequency and rare
variants in all five testing populations (Figure 4). For America,
using SSRP as reference panel, the average imputation accuracy
of low-frequency variants increased from 0.89 to 0.94 and that
of rare variants increased from 0.78 to 0.89, comparing with the
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Figure 4. The imputation performance (mean r∧2) comparison of testing samples with SSRP and six reference panels (1KGP original reference panels and its subsets

of AFR, AMR, EAS, EUR and SAS) using Beagle5.1. The x-axis represents the MAF of imputed variants in 1KGP.

1KGP reference panel. For West Eurasia, the imputation accuracy
of low-frequency variants and rare variants was improved from
0.86 to 0.90 and from 0.8 to 0.86, respectively. In addition, we have
also evaluated the imputation performance using Impute2 and
Minimac4, respectively, and observed the same trend in SSRP
performance as Beagle 5.1 (Supplementary Figure S4 available
online at http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/).

As we know, the population identification of our model is
slightly different with various percentages of intersected SNP
size between the input data and the model. Therefore, we also
evaluated the imputation performances of SSRP under different
percentages of intersected SNP size. The results presented
that the imputation accuracies with SSRP were still better
than the original references even if the intersected SNP size
was decreasing (Supplementary Figure S5 available online at
http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/).

Discussion
In last decades, a lot of haplotype reference panels had been gen-
erated, aiding to accomplish the high-quality genotype imputa-
tion process for future studies [17, 27, 28]. Several studies have
shown the effect of the reference panel choice on imputation
performance. Therefore, the selection of reference panels for
specific studies of genotype imputation is inevitable and critical.

In this article, we presented a new approach called RefRGim
to construct SSRP for each input data from the existing reference
panels. RefRGim was designed to compare the sequence similar-
ity between individuals in study and original reference panels
and to organize the reference haplotypes which had the top
sequence similarities with study individuals to a new reference
panel. Compared with existing methods, RefRGim not only cap-
tured genetic information of local sequences but also estimated
global genetic similarity to construct a universal reference panel
for study samples. RefRGim was a common approach that may
cope with the genotype imputation studies from different popu-
lations. Because of the high sequence and population similarity
between SSRP and testing individuals, SSRP was committed to
more consistent allele distribution with the study data and to
avoiding potential fake linkage events that may be involved in

other populations. Using SSRP as reference, genotype imputation
can achieve a higher level of performance for study individuals,
especially for low-frequency and rare SNPs.

RefRGim was implemented with CNNs, which can capture
the local sequence patterns and find most sequence-similar
reference haplotypes for study individuals. It was accelerated
by introducing transfer learning into the retraining process in
practice [29]. The function of sequence similarity calculation
and comparison was mainly accomplished by the kernels in
the CONV layer in which multiple weighted parameter matrixes
acted as learning cubes to slide on the genome sequence and
transform pieces of sequence to values, step by step. These
processes can capture and process sequence data by its base
information along with its location information at the same
time. CNN algorithm can utilize a fragment of sequence as input
data instead of a single base. This is the advantage of CNN
algorithm in sequence information capture field, compared with
other traditional machine learning methods, like Regular Neural
Network, Random Forest and Support Vector Machines [30]. In
terms of model applications, RefRGim can help complete the
retraining process quickly and accurately by adapting transfer
learning algorithm on the last two layers to accommodate differ-
ent SNP sets. This is another advantage of CNN algorithm, which
has high program transferability in sequence base processing.

So far, we only included 1KGP reference panels as original ref-
erences in our model. There were still some populations around
the world not covered in current existing reference panels. In
the future, we will collect and integrate more diverse reference
panels in RefRGim to improve its performance. Fortunately, with
the embedding of transfer learning function, our model does
not need to be trained from the beginning every time it met
new data. In an era of rapid growth of large-scale whole genome
sequencing data year by year, the continually learning ability of
our model will be more and more useful [15]. On the other hand,
with the fast growing of high-quality human haplotype refer-
ence panels, selecting appropriate reference panels for genotype
imputation will be a much more urgent problem. Currently,
our approach only supports human genotype imputation stud-
ies. Based on the same imputation principles as human [31],
RefRGim may be applied to other species with growing diverse
reference panels in the future.

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab326#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/bib/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/bib/bbab326#supplementary-data
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Key Points
• A reference panel reconstruction method with CNNs.

RefRGim can provide SSRP to achieve high perfor-
mance for genotype imputation, especially for low-
frequency and rare SNPs.

• A population identification classifier based on local
pattern and general similarity of sequences. The
application of CNNs in this field shows good predic-
tive ability and transportability with enlarged learning
data in the future.

• An application scenario of CNNs in sequence recog-
nition. The multiple kernels in CONV layer ensures
to capture local base linkage pattern from different
aspects, promising a comprehensive perception on
sequence level.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available online at Briefings in Bioin-
formatics.
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